Defining the Pension De-Risking Spectrum
Pension de-risking need not be an all-or-nothing decision. In fact, plan fiduciaries may be surprised
by the degree to which pension risk profiles can be changed - marginally or materially - through
asset allocation decisions and liability-driven investment (LDI) techniques. While annuity buyouts
define the end point of the so-called de-risking spectrum, fiduciaries should compare them to other
“hibernation” approaches that do not require paying insurance provider premiums, terminating the
plan or relinquishing the flexibility to adjust the plan risk profile in the future.
While corporate plan sponsors and plan fiduciaries have lately expressed a common
desire to de-risk their pension plans, their definitions of de-risking may vary widely. In
some cases, it can simply mean a reduction in risky asset allocations to express a lower
risk tolerance and excess return objective. In other contexts, it can mean a prioritization
of liability hedging to achieve a systematic reduction in risk and, potentially, a long term
goal of divorcing the company fully from the pension plan by means of an insurance
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product alternative. Given that the average plan’s funded status has fallen to below 80% ,
2
the desire to reduce pension risk is hardly surprising.
The key question facing a plan fiduciary or sponsor eager to de-risk is how to do it, given
the variety of options available. In this paper we attempt to organize these various
options and calibrate expectations for risk reduction by placing them on the de-risking
spectrum.
We begin by proposing three primary groupings for pension risk management strategies;
1) return-seeking, 2) hibernation, and 3) buyout, which together comprise the de-risking
spectrum. The scale of funded status volatility and the demarcations for the three areas in
the illustration below are approximate and can change as market volatilities fluctuate, but
are consistent with our experience in measuring pension plan risk. Historical analysis
supporting our depiction of the de-risking spectrum can be found in the appendix.
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Return-Seeking (4% to 25% or more): The allocation of
plan assets is designed to out-earn the liability at an
acceptable level of risk. The asset allocation choice is
generally the largest contributor to overall risk. Tactical
views on interest rates may also be taken to leave some
portion of the liability unhedged.
Hibernation (1% to 4%): Plan assets predominantly
committed to fixed income-based LDI to limit funded
status volatility.
Buyout (<1%): Purchase of annuity contracts to completely
remove the obligation from the sponsor’s books.

An immediate observation is how much risk reduction can be accomplished in the
return-seeking mode through adjustments to broad asset allocation. Indeed, the majority
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Estimated average funded status of PSRX® constituents as of 11/30/12. Constituents include the 100 largest corporate pension plans
as determined by NISA based on publicly available information. See the Pension Surplus Risk Index (PSRX) section of our website for
further detail on the prospective funded status volatility of large US pension plans.
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In addition to the potential benefit of lower risk from the plan fiduciary’s perspective, our recent paper, The Credit Rating Impact of
Pension De-Risking, examines the potential benefits to plan sponsors and other corporate stakeholders of reducing pension risk.
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of the spectrum can be targeted through simple reallocation among published
benchmarks. As a reference point, we estimate that the ‘typical’ plan has borne a funded
status volatility averaging approximately 14% since 2006.3 At the low end of the returnseeking mode, this risk can be reduced to less than 5% by shifting towards liability
hedging assets even while retaining a small allocation seeking excess returns.
We now turn to examine each range on the spectrum in some detail.

Return-Seeking
Of the three divisions on the spectrum, the return-seeking mode covers the widest range
of risk profiles, demonstrating the power of asset allocation decisions to drive changes to
the risk of the plan.
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Fiduciaries seeking to make changes to the risk profile of their plan while maintaining a
focus on out-earning the liability can do so within the return-seeking mode. The breadth
of this range has led some plans to adopt dynamic de-risking (glide path) strategies based
on an opportunistic and/or objective-oriented approach to selling risk assets – that is,
risk assets are sold as funded status improves.4 The lower end of this range can currently
provide a prospective volatility level of roughly 4% annually.
A note of caution: Those plans choosing the return-seeking mode should be aware that
changing market conditions – specifically, changes in the market’s expectations of
volatility in interest rates or equities – can knock the plan’s prospective risk up or down
materially, even assuming the same asset allocation.5
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Average funded status volatility based on NISA’s PSRX, 12/31/06 – 11/30/12. Please see PSRX Guide and www.nisa.com for a more
detailed description of the PSRX.
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See our paper, Dynamic Liability Driven Investing, available at www.nisa.com
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An example of this is evident in the historical data of NISA’s PSRX, which measures forward-looking pension volatility. During 2011,
the increase in the index from 11.2% on May 31 to 16.7% on September 30 was caused almost entirely by changes in market risks. By
comparison, a risk asset allocation increase of 33% would have been required to provide a similar change in funded status risk.
Regarding historical index levels throughout this section, the levels for the PSRX include data for periods prior to when the index was
in live production. Historical levels for the index prior to live production in September 2012 are calculated using the same
methodology. Past market experience is not necessarily indicative of future market experience.
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Hibernation
Pushing prospective volatility further into the low single digits can be accomplished with
customized fixed income end-game strategies and the commitment of nearly all plan
assets towards liability hedging. This “hibernation” mode provides a risk profile that
approaches that of a plan termination, without the upfront cost of annuity premiums or
other potential negative aspects of a plan termination (e.g., employee relations concerns,
loss of flexibility on retirement benefits, etc.). Moreover, large contributions to fully fund
the plan are not required. The hibernation illustrations shown below assume the plan
remains at 80% funded on a corporate-discount basis.
Reaching the hibernation range of the spectrum requires two key refinements. First, the
fixed income portfolio must increasingly mirror the characteristics of the liability. This
can be accomplished with customized blends of published fixed income indices that
closely match the duration, convexity and yield curve profile of the liability. Alternatively,
a direct liability benchmark can be used in an effort to reduce potential inefficiencies or
inadequacies of published benchmarks vis-à-vis the liability.
Second, as the strategy approaches the buyout region of the spectrum, the plan must
adjust to target a more economic measurement of the liability than is captured by a
purely corporate discount curve. In fact, much of the reported tracking error associated
with fixed income end-game strategies is due to the non-economic idiosyncrasies of
the spread component of common discounting methodologies (e.g., PPA spot or
segment curve, Citigroup AA pension discount curve, etc.). Moving to a higher quality
discount curve, for example a corporate/Treasury blend, also allows for a fairer
comparison to buyout solutions, which are generally assumed to be offered at rates
between common corporate discount curves and Treasury curves.
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Focusing on the hibernation range of the spectrum above, we see annual volatilities as
low as 1%-2% can be targeted with customized fixed income strategies, particularly when
shifting to view the liability on a more economic basis. Longevity swaps could allow
plans to reach even lower risk levels, though the market for those instruments is still in its
infancy in the US.
Choosing a hibernation strategy does not prohibit a future transition to a buyout. In
hibernation mode, the modest remaining volatility greatly limits the potential for
deterioration in funded status that would make an eventual annuity buyout more costly.
In addition, the composition of the hibernation portfolio – investment grade fixed
income securities that mirror characteristics of the liability/buyout value – is likely to be a
very attractive ”in-kind” portfolio for any eventual insurer that sells annuities to the plan
sponsor, potentially improving pricing. Consequently, the hibernation mode can provide
a useful staging area because its low risk allows time for 1) a sponsor to consider the
merits of and make the necessary contributions for an annuity buyout, and/or 2) the
fiduciaries to aggressively shop pricing among insurance providers.
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Buyout
For plans wishing to completely eliminate investment and longevity risk, an annuity
buyout is likely the only available option. In a buyout, the pension plan contracts with an
insurance company to purchase annuities to settle the plan’s liabilities. All investment
and longevity risks are transferred to the insurance company. Contingent risks could still
remain – for example, litigation risk, or counterparty risk, could become issues in the
event of a credit event with the chosen insurer.

Conclusion
The key risk management question currently faced by many pension plan fiduciaries is
not whether to de-risk – many have already decided they must – but how to de-risk.
Fiduciaries who want to reduce funded status risk can make significant progress through
asset allocation changes within the return-seeking mode, potentially reducing funded
status risk to 4%-5% per year. This represents a three-quarters reduction in funded status
risk for the typical plan. Hibernation strategies that use customized fixed income
solutions can further reduce funded status risk, potentially to as low as 1%-2%. Finally,
insurance buyouts can be used by plans seeking to approach the zero barrier of pension
risk.
While the delineating lines are approximate, we present the de-risking spectrum to help
fiduciaries categorize various approaches to pension risk management and gauge the
expected reduction in pension volatility from each. We plan to further expand on the
implementation details of each approach in future papers.
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Appendix
Assumptions for illustrative plan funded status risk calculations:











Funded status volatility figures reflect an annual one-standard deviation change in
funded status expressed as a percentage of the liability value, and are based on
common simplifying assumptions, including normal distributions, zero expected
surplus return, etc.
Funded status volatility figures are based on historical monthly data from 01/31/2000
through 11/30/2012, unless otherwise noted.
Funded status volatility is based on investment risk and an annual longevity risk
assumption of 0.4% of the liability value. These risks are assumed to be uncorrelated.
An illustrative liability with a duration of 11 years is used. Liability measures using a
corporate rate are based on the Citigroup Pension Discount Curve.
Equity allocations are based on the S&P 500 Index.
Corporate bond allocations and custom fixed income blends are based on relevant
combinations of Barclays Intermediate and Long Corporate and Treasury indices.
We assume the illustrative plan is 80% funded based on the Citigroup Pension
Discount Curve and assume no additional contributions. Asset allocations in the
hibernation range assume interest rate derivatives are available to hedge a portion of
the liability.
“Risk assets” generally refers to assets held with the primary goal of seeking excess
returns. Other assets, including assets held with the primary goal of liability hedging,
may not be risk-free.

Data sources (as of 11/30/12):





NISA’s PSRX (typical plan volatilities and funded status levels)
Barclays index data
Bloomberg (S&P data)
Citigroup

The chart below provides more details on the average historical volatility for asset
allocations varying between equities, corporate bonds, and Treasuries. The volatilities are
presented on both a corporate-discounted and Treasury-discounted liability. For
example, the average historical funded status volatility of a 100% allocation to equities is
15.9% versus a liability measured with a corporate-based discount rate and 17.4% versus a
liability using a Treasury-based discount rate.
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Appendix

De-Risking Spectrum
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Selecting five representative allocations from the chart above, we plot their 2-year rolling
volatilities over the last 10 years below.
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Observations from chart above:
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Appendix

Defining the Pension De-Risking Spectrum



Observed volatility can vary substantially depending on the time period
examined. While this conclusion will surprise no one, it reinforces the point that
the ranges defined by the de-risking spectrum are estimates and may not be
consistent over time.



Nonetheless, the volatility of hibernation strategies is considerably more stable
than the volatility of return seeking strategies. In other words, the allocations
within the hibernation mode also have less uncertainty surrounding their
volatility estimate. This is a desirable characteristic for a plan fiduciary seeking a
risk-reducing solution in the hibernation range since it implies more reliability
in the targeted volatility level.
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About NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C.
NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C., is an independent investment manager focused on
risk-controlled asset management. We manage assets for large institutional investors.
Client portfolios include investment-grade fixed income, derivative overlays and indexed
equity. NISA is 100% employee-owned and is based in Saint Louis, Missouri.

Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. This document is
for information and illustrative purposes only and does not purport to show actual
results. It is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice or as a
recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action. Opinions
expressed herein are current opinions as of the date appearing in this material only and
are subject to change without notice. Reasonable people may disagree about the
opinions expressed herein. In the event any of the assumptions used herein do not prove
to be true, results are likely to vary substantially. All investments entail risks. There is no
guarantee that investment strategies will achieve the desired results under all market
conditions and each investor should evaluate its ability to invest for a long term
especially during periods of a market downturn. No representation is being made that
any account, product, or strategy will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results
similar to those discussed, if any. No part of this document may be reproduced in any
manner, in whole or in part, without the prior written permission of NISA Investment
Advisors, L.L.C., other than to your employees. This information is provided with the
understanding that with respect to the material provided herein, that you will make your
own independent decision with respect to any course of action in connection herewith
and as to whether such course of action is appropriate or proper based on your own
judgment, and that you are capable of understanding and assessing the merits of a
course of action. NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. does not purport to be experts in, and
does not provide, tax, legal, accounting or any related services or advice. Tax, legal or
accounting related statements contained herein are made for analysis purposes only and
are based upon limited knowledge and understanding of these topics. You may not rely
on the statements contained herein. NISA Investment Advisors, L.L.C. shall not have any
liability for any damages of any kind whatsoever relating to this material. You should
consult your advisors with respect to these areas. By accepting this material, you
acknowledge, understand and accept the foregoing.
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